3 speed manual transmission 1966 ford mustang

Not much changed in for the Mustang, as it continued in production with much sales success
and only minor restyling that included the emblem in the center of the grille. Now a "floating"
mustang with no more horizontal or vertical dividing bars. This was also the first year for
federally mandated safety and the new '66 mustang was factory equipped with front and rear
seat belts. Located on top of dash visible through windshield. On lock face of left front door.
Location Of Engine Code: Last letter in the serial number. Look toward the back of the engine
block on the right hand side, above the starter. You will find the casting number at this location.
NOTE: To obtain a gloss comparable to the original interior finish add approximately 1 oz
DuPont flattening compound to a pint of unreduced color. NOTE: The first letter of a two-letter
paint code identifies the body color. The second letter identifies the roof color. Paint code for all
models are shown on the plate on the rear face of the left front door. Location: stamped on top
upper flange of left front fender apron. First Symbol - Year. Codes - Non-Locking. A Toploader
transmission is a manually shifted three and four speed gearbox introduced in by the Ford
Motor Company to replace the BorgWarner T It was used in most Fords and Mercurys from until
as well as some foreign models. Officially designated the 3. The 3. The Toploader got its name
from the fact that the access plate to the inner workings was located on the top of the main case
as opposed to the side, a convention used on most gearboxes such as the Ford Dagenham or
GM's Saginaw or Muncie. Distinguishing the three speed from the four is as simple as counting
the fasteners on the top plate. The four speed has ten; the three, nine. Both the three and four
speed top loader gearboxes were designed to function in constant mesh, due to synchronizer
sleeves being used instead of sliding gears, and be fully synchronized, with the exception of
reverse. Forward gears are helical -type while reverse gear including the exterior of the first and
second synchronizers sleeve are spur-type gears. Overall, the Toploader was used in different
models and was used extensively in racing as well. The 3 speed 3. It is the Jeep T with a cast
top cover and a floor "cane" shifter. The Toploader comprises two components: the main case,
which encloses the gears, input and counter shaft, and the tailhousing, which encloses the
speedometer gear and output shaft. Shifter bosses are cast into the tailhousing along various
points depending on the location of the shifter, as required for each model. Generally Falcons
and Comets have shifters mounted forward along the housing, Mustangs rearward, and
Fairlanes and full size Fords somewhere in between. Toploaders were also designed for two
specific applications: small blocks like the Ford Windsor engine , and big blocks like the Ford
FE engine and Ford engine series. Some big blocks required a larger "input shaft" to withstand
the torque. Note: and early Toploaders came with 25 spline output shafts which subsequently
proved to be defective and were quickly replaced. Note: Gear ratio is determined by tooth count
on second gear. Close ratio has 28 teeth, wide has From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
vehicle. Hemmings Motor News. Retrieved Categories : Ford transmissions. Hidden categories:
Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk.
Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file.
Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. Borg-Warner T Dagenham 4-speed. Anyone new
to the the muscle car hobby will quickly stumble across a golden era muscle car with a
floor-mounted 3-speed manual transmission. Even though most GTO Judges were equipped
with either the optional 4-speed manual or 3-speed automatic transmission, the 3-speed manual
was the standard transmission. Not only was this the case with most years of the GTO but also
with many other muscle cars during this era. To understand the history of the floor-mounted
3-speed, one has to go back to the first mass produced car â€” the Ford Model T. It was a
primitive car but it had a third foot pedal the clutch pedal and a floor-mounted manual
transmission shifter. The Model T was the vehicle that introduced the masses to the driving
motion of the left foot pressing a clutch pedal in conjunction with the right hand shifting the
transmission via a floor-mounted shifter. As cars and work trucks progressed from the Model T
the floor-mounted transmission shifter became the industry standard. By the s the manual
shifter moved from the floor to the steering column. And by the s when automatic transmissions
became popular, the automatic transmission gear shifter was also found on the steering
column. With the advent of the new emerging youth market in the s some base level cars
became equipped with a standard 3-speed manual floor-mounted shifter. Pontiac tweaked the
package with some other performance enhancements and voila â€” the introduction of the
world to the GTO. The bare-bones Tempest based GTO was standard with a 3-speed manual
floor-mounted transmission. Every other American automaker followed suit and used a
base-level mid-sized or compact car with a standard 3-speed floor-mounted manual
transmission shifter as the basis for its muscle car offerings. These automakers would also
offer as optional equipment on these cars, a floor-mounted 4-speed manual shifter. The young
adult males who were buying these muscle cars generally preferred the extra gear and opted for
4-speed manual transmissions instead of the standard 3-speeds. Automatic transmissions were

also optional on many muscle cars. The same was true with the first pony car â€” the Ford
Mustang. Many of the first generation Mustangs left the dealer lots with a standard 3-speed
manual, optional were both a 4-speed manual transmission and 3-speed automatic
transmission. Young muscle car buyers on very tight budgets generally opted for the 3-speed
manual transmission even though they preferred a 4-speed. To illustrate this point if a young
buyer pinching those pennies back in wanted to buy a new Mustang with a CID V8 the 3-speed
manual was standard. The 3-speeds were just as beefy and robust as their 4-speed
counterparts. Performance parts such as Hurst shifters were just as readily available for
3-speeds as with 4-speeds. Where the 3-speed manual was a hindrance was when a driver was
used to the 4-speed shift pattern. Most 3-speeds were configured so that first gear in the shifter
pattern was located where second gear was on a 4-speed. This could be confusing to most
4-speed trained brains. This attempt to move the 3-speed shifter to where first gear was located
on a 4-speed caused that horrid gear grinding sound. Reverse gear on a 3-speed was located
where first gear was located on a 4-speed. A lesser known factor in why buyers opted for the
3-speed was insurance costs. Some insurance companies priced muscle cars at lower
premiums if they were equipped with 3-speed manuals. This may not seem like a big deal but
the main reason why muscle cars across the board took a massive dive in sales starting in was
high insurance costs. By , young male drivers from ages 16 to 25 were deemed to be high risks
behind the wheel of powerful muscle cars by most car insurance companies causing
skyrocketing insurance premiums. In some cases the monthly insurance bill rose so high it was
greater than the price of the monthly car payment. In some cases opting for the 3-speed instead
of the 4-speed dropped insurance costs for this demographic just enough for them to afford
both the muscle car purchase and insurance. The insurance logic behind lower insurance
premiums for 3-speed equipped muscle cars was that the 3-speed manual equipped cars had
lower top speeds than their 4-speed counterparts. The 3-speed lingered around during most of
the s in smaller numbers than the s and by most 3-speed manuals were gone. The 4-speed
eventually replaced it and was then replaced by the 5-speed. Today not many cars are equipped
with manual transmissions. If you find one you have to pay a premium over an automatic and
generally they have 6 or more forward gears. December 14, August 31, Pete Dunton. View Cart
Checkout. Article: Black 65 fastback in Oregon. Article: 65 fastback family restoration project.
Article: How to install a 5-speed transmission. The answer is a Tremec T-5 five-speed with an
overdrive. This allows the Mustang to travel comfortably at highway speed at the mid 2, rpm
range. Installing a T-5 into a classic Mustang is easy. Using most of the three-speed parts, like
the bell-housing, flywheel, and clutch linkage, all that is needed is a new conversion clutch,
adapter plate, T-5, cross member, and a few other supporting parts. No tunnel modifications are
needed and the shifter location is retained. These are easily identified by looking for three
starter bolts. Which was not stock, and means that someone has transplanted a later driveline
into the car. Regardless of which bellhousing you have, MDL offers several T-5 adapter plates to
make this conversion easy. OK, your classic Mustang is equipped with an automatic. MDL has a
complete conversion package to make this conversion easy. If you are unsure if your block is a
5 bolt, look at the starter. On the bellhousing to engine flange, there is a bell locating dowel pin.
Above the dowel, there should be no bolt indicating a 5 bolt block and bell. If there is a bolt
above the dowel this is a 6 bolt block and bell. If your Mustang is a manual shift, this conversion
will cost less than the automatic conversion. Using many of the OEM parts, like the bell housing
with an adapter, the flywheel, clutch, and mechanical clutch linkage. The U. Since the T-5 has
the same input shaft spline and pilot tip, it will slip into place. MDL has a complete line of
in-house handmade clutches, with the choice of Cast or Light Billet flywheels, should you need
a replacement or plan to increase your HP the LBS may be a good choice. For those who want
an effortless pedal feel or are challenged by a heavy pedal, MDL offers you an internal hydraulic
upgrade. The QuickTime bellhousing is built to use either the stock clutch linkage. The mid-year
Mustang was equipped with six-bolt blocks that carried through and 5. Using many of the OEM
parts, like the bellhousing with an adapter, flywheel, clutch, and mechanical clutch linkage. MDL
has a complete line of in-house hand-assembled clutches for various HP ratings, cast, and Light
Billet Steel flywheels should you need a replacement or plan to increase your HP. For those who
want an effortless pedal feel or are challenged by a heavy pedal, MDL offers you an internal
hydraulic upgrade for use with the top loader bell. If you are running a fair amount of power or
run your Mustang in motor sporting events, the QuickTime scatter-shield is available that will
allow the T-5 or TKO to be installed without an adapter plate. The new end loading design
makes for a stronger case with a new sleeker profile, eliminating top covers, that would have
restricted room in the tunnel. What we learned was that the factory tunnel support interferes
slightly with the top of the shifter housing. We do not suggest cutting it as that may change the
integrity of the tunnel support. Note: When you move the floor support bracket back, in order to

connect the bracket cable back up to the floor support, you will need to make a new bracket the
extends it to the length that you moved itâ€¦.. The TKX offers a little more adjustment approx.
Perfect for Pro-Streeters who love to tuck the rear suspension up into their ride. This can be
done by removing the factory spot welds and relocate the support back. A great addition to the
install is the MDL Crossmember item MDM-CMT5 and a new mount, this will maintain the
transmission angle as well as providing superior clearance for exhaust and a locating arm for
your emergency brack cable. If you are making big power or just drive your Mustang really hard,
the TKO series five-speed is also a great choice. Our low profile top covers allow for the TKO to
be bolted in without enlarging the tunnel. In order to install the TKO five-speed at the correct
drive angle, the floor support has to be moved back over the narrow section tail shaft housing
to retain the stock drive angle. This can be done by removing the factory spot welds and
relocate the support back and welding in back stronger than it was. With the floor support
relocated, the stock cross member is reused. The reason is we would have to lower the tail shaft
housing so much that the drive angle would be all wrong. Are you considering a six-speed in
your classic Mustang? Are you willing to enlarge the transmission tunnel? If so, we can help
you with a very complete six-speed Magnum package and advice to make it happen. Our
Magnum six-speed package comes with a new tunnel extension and cross member that
connects to the subframe. This cross member is important because the floor support is no
longer used to hang the Magnum from. The Magnum is a perfect choice when only the best will
do. From daily commuting to pro-touring, the Magnum has the right gear ratio and strength to
handle up to 1,hp. Give us a call, we will be glad to discuss the detail of the project and make a
suggestion on which gear ratio is best for the motor type that is being installed. Modern
Driveline has perfected the auto to five-speed conversion. When you contact us we will ask you
a shortlist of questions to better understand your needs and wants. Using our complete line of
products, we can offer you everything you need to remove an automatic and completely replace
the stock 3 or 4-speed gearbox. If your project demands everything from scratch, MDL has you
covered. When removing an automatic, nothing remains. Our automatic kit provides everything
from the block to the second u-joint. It is important to know which balance crank is installed in
your motor. All 5. Let us know what you are planning to run. We will suggest the right clutch to
run based on your horsepower and driving style. In most cases, we can have a detailed quote
prepared for you in under minutes. Mechanical linkage â€” Mechanical linkage may be retained
if your car is a manual now. MDL can pre-drill the mounting holes for you with our fixture to
ensure the mounting hole location is correct. Quick Time bell-housings are equipped for use
with either cable or mechanical clutch release. The pressure plate lever height is lower and the
release is faster. To use the stock clutch pedal, MDL has engineered a cable kit that mates with
the stock Mustang pedal and comes complete with a firewall plate, custom double adjustable
cable the is routed around the exhaust system. Clutch Cable kit The master cylinder mounts on
the firewall using our mechanical linkage that connects to the stock clutch pedal. The linkage
provides proper leverage and control while providing design flexibility. Using the T-5 and cable
fork, our external slave cylinder mounts to the back of the bell-housing fork opening, pushing
the fork forward. Our hydraulic system gives you the most exhaust clearance while providing
the softest pedal effort. If you are undecided as to which clutch release system is right for you,
we can help you through the process of what right for you. TKO Service manual. TKO Parts
Manual. T56 Service Manual. When converting from Automatic to manual, you can retain your
original brake pedal. Just use the new Brak pedal pad as a template to trim the steel pedal. In
this kit there is a remote reservoir, attach it to the firewall so that it is located above the level of
the hydraulic clutch master cylinder. Skip to content. Facebook page opens in new window
Instagram page opens in new window. Our line of products offer simple ways to upgrade your 3
or 4 speed to a Tremec five-speed or a complete automatic to five or six-speed overdrive, we
have you covered. We offer the best in the industry cust
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omer service. The arrow in the below pic Check out the video below for more details. All
Conversions have clutch release options and are as follows: Mechanical linkage â€” Mechanical
linkage may be retained if your car is a manual now. Attach the mounting bracket to clutch
cable. Route clutch cable through firewall. Add the instructed amount of fluid to the
transmission case. Mount the T5 to the bell housing. Just a few images of how the T5 will fit in
the tunnel. Attach the mount to the mounting pad of the T5. Secure the cross member to the car.
Secure the cross member to the mount. Your driveshaft will need to be shortened as the T5 is
longer than the OEM transmission. Now you can attach your speedometer cable to the T5.

Attach the Hydraulic slave cylinder to the bracket. Moving to the interior of the car, connect
your shift lever to the shifter of the T5. Attach the reservoir hose to the fitting on the hydraulic
clutch master cylinder. Attach the clutch master linkage to your pedal.

